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Name:___________________________________________________ Date:_______________ 
 

Design Brief – Build a Clock 
(2nd-3rd Grade) 

 
 

Background Statement:  
Clocks are tools that we use to measure time throughout the day. Ancient Egyptians used 
sundials to measure time.  Other time measurement tools from history are the water clock 
and the hourglass.  We use calendars to measure longer units of time, such as days, 
weeks, months, and years. 
 
Design Challenge:  
People have been designing and building clocks for hundreds of years. Now it’s your turn! 
You must design a model clock that you can use in class while we are learning about time. 
You will show time passing by using the iMotion HD app. 
 
Criteria:  
Your clock must: 

 Have a minute and hour hand that spin freely 
 Have hands that stay in place when held vertically 
 Be able to show time in 5 minute increments 
 Be neat, and look like a clock. 

 
 
Materials:  

 Card stock 
 Construction paper 
 Paper Fasteners 
 Index Cards 
 Glue  
 Tape 
 Paper plates 
 Other materials provided 

 
Tools: 

 Crayons 
 Markers 
 Scissors 
 Rulers 
 Hole punch 
 Paper drill 
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Planning: 
1. Restate the problem in your own words. What are you being asked to do? 

 
 
 

 
 

2. Who are you working with today?  
 
 
 

3. Brainstorm possible solutions to your ideas in words and pictures. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Build and Test: 

4. Build your clock. 
 

5. Test your clock. 
 
Do the hands spin freely, but stay in place?   YES  NO 
 
Does your clock show time in 5 minute increments?  YES  NO 
 
Is your clock neat? Does it look like a real clock?            YES  NO 
 
Does the iMotion video show time changing?   YES  NO 
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6. Take notes. What problems did you have? How did you solve them? 

 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

7. Re-design your clock and re-test.  Draw and label your final design.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Reflection:  
 

8. Explain your reason for making your clock this way. Could you have solved the 
problem in a different way? Was this the best possible solution? What could you have 
done differently? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Assessment: 

 

 

 4 3 2 1 

Stays on task     

Works safely     

Communication Works well with 
others; 
communicates 
effectively using 
appropriate 
vocabulary to 
solve problems 

Uses some 
vocabulary when 
communicating; 
able to solve 
problems  

Uses words and 
gestures to 
communicate 
some of the time 

Does not 
communicate 
effectively with 
others 

Brainstorm Thoughtful ideas, 
used words and 
numbers to plan, 
used design to 
build product 

Clear design, 
Used design to 
plan product 

Some evidence 
of planning 

Little or no 
planning 

Met Criteria Above and 
beyond criteria 

Met some 
criteria. If 
attempt was 
unsuccessful, 
was able to 
explain why 

Met some 
criteria. Little or 
no attempt to 
explain why 
attempt was 
unsuccessful.  

Made little or no 
attempt to meet 
criteria 

Reflection Thoughtful 
solutions to 
problems; 
Analysis of 
design process, 
uses describing 
words 

Written 
explanation of 
activity; 
Describes a 
problem and a 
solution 

Incomplete 
explanation or 
reflection of 
activity 

Little, no, or 
unclear 
reflection of 
activity or 
problem 


